1. Entrance to Parking Garage (State of Franklin to Jack Vest Drive). Vans and large utility vehicles are not permitted in garage.

2. Entrance to Mini-Dome disability seating area. Only one guest may assist and be seated with the disabled guest.

3. Disability drop-off. Must enter Parking Garage on west side, go through to the second level, and come out at the turnaround. Vehicles may either re-enter the Parking Garage or exit right onto State of Franklin Road.

4. EXIT AND RIGHT TURN ONLY. No vehicles may enter here.

5a. Upper entrance on WEST side (use the ramp) for guest seating.

5b. Upper entrance on EAST side for guest seating.

6. Additional parking in Lots 21, 22, and Millennium Center parking garage.

7. Alternative exit: David Collins Way, left on Jack Vest Drive, right on Seehorn Road, right on Greenwood Drive.

8. Elevators are available on each floor inside the Parking Garage.